
ML5000 Software V1.01 Release Notes 
 
This is a maintenance release of software for ML5000 that fixes all known 
bugs in V1.00. There are no known bugs in V1.01 at time of release.  
 
Notes: 
 
∗CLr  refers to the CLR ALL function accessed through (SHIFT+RECALL, RECALL) 

displayed on the 7-seg display (not the red Clear button used by AFL/PAFL 
and Solo-In-Place) 

 
∗∗SEt  refers to the SET ALL function accessed through (SHIFT+RECALL twice, 

RECALL)  
 
SIP  refers to Solo-In-Place 
 
 

New Features/Changes in V1.01 

 
STORE functionality has been changed to Auto Increment, in line with RECALL. 
 
 

Bug Fixes in V1.01 
 
Switch Logic 
 
1) Stereo channels, when simultaneously muted by multiple Mute Groups now 

respond to a manual override in the same way as mono input channels. 
 
2) In a number of special situations, mainly relating to the use of the SEt∗∗ and CLr∗ 

functions, the result was correct but a mute key might have needed a double-press 
on next use.  

 
3) LRC Safe LEDs are no longer affected when VCAs are assigned by a SEt∗∗ 

function in Edit Group mode. 
 
4) PAFLing a VCA group prior to a MIDI dump process no longer causes any 

PAFL’s within that Group to act as the VCA Group master PAFL. 
  
5) Snapshot store has been streamlined to allow rapid storing to sequential locations. 
 
 
MIDI  
 
6) Auto Increment no longer appears disabled with MIDI looped back (the snapshot 

previously incremented but was changed back by MIDI too quickly to see). 
 
7) The MIDI dump has been extended to include more surface settings (excluding 

AFL/PFL and SIP). 
 



  
Power-On 
 
8) PAFL settings are now fully resilient to a power-off, power-on cycle as are Mutes 

and VCA levels. At power-on all soft audio controls are restored exactly as at the 
moment of power-off. Note that modes such as SIP and Edit Groups are exited at 
power-off so that the Mutes can be utilised straight away at power-on. 

  
9) Snapshots 122 and 123 are no longer affected by powering on the ML5000 with 

the rear-panel RS-232 / MIDI switch set to RS-232. 
 
 
Fader 

 
10)  The VCA level of a Stereo channel is now updated correctly after a power-off, 

power-on cycle, and directly after any VCA group reassignments. 
 

11)  A channel that is removed from VCA group control as a result of a snapshot recall 
now gets its VCA level updated consistently.  

 
Reporting Problems 
 
If you experience any problems with this software, or have any suggestions for 
improvements please contact us.  
 
Contact: 
Phone: (+44) 01326 372070 
Fax: (+44) 01326 377097 
E-mail: support@allen-heath.com 


